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Article abstract
ABSTRACT
Buhamba or " The Problem of Twins ". Theater and Ritual. Slippages and
Encounters
Buhamba in the Luba-Shankadi language evokes the birth of twins which is
considered a benediction and a misfortune in multiple African traditions.
Reference to duplicitous nature and to the rituals and celebrations designed to
overthrow the alterity of twins. Buhamba was the starting point and the title of
a production by the Mwondo Theater of Lubumbashi. a popular Zairian
company. In this work the draina of twinship is echoed by the socio-political
drama of the audience's daily reality. Following step by step the recreation of
the symbolic universe and the interactive play of a performance which led to a
feast. this research explores the mythic. ludic. and political extensions of a
sacred tradition in an urban setting.
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